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LA MANUFACTURE
Champignon – Pouf
Design by Front
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LA MANUFACTURE

Drawing inspiration from the surprising and
unique shape of mushrooms, Front imagined a
strikingly singular pouf design that sprouts from
the ground. Sitting on its cap, the body interacts
with the soft shape that adapts to the user’s
position. The swivel base further heightens the
sense of weightlessness it delivers. Bring a bit of
nature into your interior: let your guests go hunting
for mushrooms or plant one in your room for an
eye-catching statement.

Design by Front

PRODUCT NAME
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LA MANUFACTURE

CHAMPIGNON
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LA MANUFACTURE

CHAMPIGNON
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LA MANUFACTURE

VARIANTS AND SIZES

CHAMPIGNON

FRONT

Sofia Lagerkvist and Anna Lindgren are the
members of the Swedish design studio Front.
Their works are based on common discussions,
explorations and experiments and they collaborate
in all projects from initial ideas to the final product.
Front’s design objects often communicate a story
to the observer about the design process, about the
material it is made of or about conventions within
the design field.
Demonstrating their innovative and experimental
mindset, Front have been known to assign part of
the making of their designs to animals, computers
or machines.
They have made constantly changing interiors,
created objects with explosions, robotic furniture
and a range of furniture inspired by their
fascination with magic.
Front’s work is represented at MoMA, Victoria
& Albert Museum, M+, Nationalmuseum, Vitra
Design Museum and Centre Pompidou.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Size: W974xD974xH700mm

COLORS

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Upholstery: elastic fabrics

